
Armattan FPV Rev2 TILT Upgrade Kit Installation 

 

1) The kit includes new short top bottom clean plates, a new GoPro rear plate, a CF tube 
for the tilt mechanism, and all the hardware needed for the installation.  As expected, 

everything came neatly, individually packaged. 

   

2) The tools needed for the conversion are: M3 allen wrench, M3 hex driver, and a small 
Phillips head screwdriver.  It is always smart to remove your props at this point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3) Remove the top accessory plate to expose flight control board 

 

4) Remove all connections from flight controller, receiver, and other electronics, as these 
are most likely all mounted on your bottom clean plate.  It helps to number or tape 

the leads to remember which go where. 

   

5) Loosen thumb knobs and remove the front GoPro plate. 

   



6) Remove the two (2) screws holding the FPV camera plate in place.  Tip: Start putting 
your screws back into appropriate standoffs/bolts to aid replacement upon assembly. 

   

7) Flip the quad over and remove the four (4) screws securing your PDB onto the bottom 
clean plate.  Be careful, at least four (4) hex nuts will fall out onto the table from 

beneath, you should recover eight (8) screws total from the PDB mount, excluding the 
FC mount. 

 



8) You can now remove the eight (8) screws holding the top clean plate to the 45mm 
standoffs.  The bottom clean plate and standoffs will now detach themselves from the 

top clean plate and drop to the surface underneath. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9) With your fingers, push the bobbins out of the top clean plate.  They should come out 
easily.  Detach top clean plate from leftover frame assembly. 

   

10) Transfer over the eight (8) 45mm standoffs from the old bottom clean plate, to the 
new shortened bottom clean plate.  Replace any stripped standoffs for best, vibration 
free operation and reliability.  I had one.  Tip: use a thermoplastic/silicon pad for grip 

when tightening the standoffs. 

   

 



11) Transfer the GoPro cage standoffs from the old rear GoPro plate to the new rear 
GoPro plate.  The old rear GoPro plate will now be used as the tilt mechanism 

anchoring plate. 

 

12) Insert the included sunk nuts into the silicon clamps, and tighten down one side of the 
clamps with the included screws.  Leave the other side loose for now.  Do this for both 

the new rear GoPro plate, and the old rear GoPro plate, now the tilt mechanism 
anchoring plate.  The mounting holes for the silicon clamps on the new GoPro rear 

plate are the inner holes, the mounting holes for the silicon clamps on the “tilt 
mechanism anchoring plate/old GoPro rear plate” are at the inside end of the inner 
FPV camera mounting slots, as shown below.  Please note the orientation of these 

plates.  Tip: apply a small amount of threadlock to the screws and do not overtighten 
them into the sunk nuts, as the silicon clamps will buckle if you do so. 

   



13) Insert the CF tube into one set of the silicon clamps, and work the other set of silicon 
clamps around the CF tube.  Tip: 90degrees first, then 180degrees around the tube 

   

14) Tighten the remaining four (4) screws, holding on the other ends of the silicon clamps.  
Ensure that the mechanism properly tilts from a positive angle to a negative angle 

without binding. 

   

 

 

 

 

 



15) Assemble the new, shortened top clean plate back onto the bobbins still attached to 
the frame.  There are already several videos demonstrating tricks and tips on how to 
do this.  I took this time to replace my bobbins, as some of mine had holes in them 

from reassembly after hard crashes, and had lost their spring/retention. 

 

16) Replace the PDB mounting screws & nuts onto bottom clean plate.  Temporarily leave 
loose in order to easily fit the PDB back in place. 

 

 

 

 



17) Turn quad upside down and place bottom clean plate and standoff assembly back into 
appropriate location.  Take into account your previous wire placements. 

 

18)  Mount and tighten the PDB back into the four (4) mounting screws. 

 

19) Introduce and align the previously assembled TILT mechanism between the top and 
bottom clean plates.  The tabs will fit together perfectly.  Tighten down the eight (8) 

screws securing the top clean plate to the standoffs. 

   



20)  The Armattan TILT mechanism is now properly installed on your Armattan FPV REV2 
Quad.    Tip: place ~5mm long lengths of appropriately sized silicon tubing into both 
ends of each bobbin, this will help them from popping out in case of a hard crash. 

 

 

 


